
Past Continuous Passive Form

Name: Date: __/__/20__

Whilst my horse ____________________, I noticed my host and some of
his confidential friends engaged in very earnest conversation, and I could
easily perceive that I was the subject of it.

1.

(saddle)

was being saddled

Brown earth __________________ in monstrous handfuls.2. (fling)was being flung

He was amused to discover that he ____________________.3. (scold)was being scolded

It _____________________ into the company's ditch system.4. (divert)was being diverted

I wanted to try my nerves; so I held the towel around his body and kept the
flies off while it ___________________.
5.

(wash)was being washed

Both armies to our right seemed to have partially ceased their advance,
seemingly to understand how the event ____________________ on this part
of the line.

6.

(decide)
was being decided

All this took place while the relief of the 27th ______________________, a
time when there is always some confusion.
7.

(complete)
was being completed

We had a taste of what Australian life really was, when the land
______________________.
8.

(break in)was being broken in

Great hotels _____________________ in various parts of the so-called
"white light" district.
9.

(erect)
were being erected

As tea ___________________, a young man, well attired and of
exceedingly elegant address, came into the room, carrying by the four
corners a silk handkerchief.

10.

(serve)

was being served

It was argued that the evidence went to show that he had been a known
friend and an intimate of the family at the place with the native name, and had
been seen there when horse-stealing on a large scale
_______________________.

11.

(carry on)was being carried on

Here he __________________ swiftly along on an underground river, he
knew not where.
12.

(bear)
was being borne
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As a matter of fact the woman __________________ a staggering blow.13.
(deal)

was being dealt

He _________________ a better man because he had been given a fine
name and reputation.
14.

(make)
was being made

All Russians in the hotel ______________________ as criminals, for
Russians had fired on a frontier town and war was declared.
15.

(arrest)
were being arrested

While the prisoner ________________ forward, my brother had an
opportunity to observe him closely, and he was forced to acknowledge the
striking resemblance which this man bore to him, only the stranger's
complexion was darker and he wore a black beard.

16.

(lead)

was being led

I hoped that they would go on talking, but I ____________________
along a trench; they had to lift me shoulder-high at every turn, and needed all
their energy.

17.

(carry)

was being carried

The father led the horse on to where the fair _________________, and at
once a crowd gathered around him, all bidding for the horse.
18.

(hold)
was being held

I understood that a battle ___________________, and that, if I wished her
to be victorious, if I wished to keep my mother with me, that I must employ all
means and devices.

19.

(fight)

was being fought

I asked, for now that the homeward journey _______________________,
I, who really had no home, was eager to begin it.
20.

(consider)
was being considered
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